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 1.0 INTRODUCTION

Guardrail end treatments are a critical traffic safety feature, yet are often difficult to install and
maintain. The Advanced Dynamic Impact Extension Model II (ADIEM II) is an impact
attenuator that would fit a number of locations and offers easy installation and maintenance
features. It is described as a redirecting, energy-absorbing crash cushion and end treatment for
portable and permanent protection of concrete barriers. The Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT) was interested in evaluating the system in Oregon’s wet environment.

The ADIEM II, manufactured by SYRO, Inc. (SYRO is now known as Trinity, Inc.), is shown in
Figure 1.1. This end terminal crash cushion was developed by the Texas Transportation Institute
as a low cost option. It utilizes lightly reinforced, ultra-low-strength Perlite concrete modules on
an inclined concrete base, locked together to act as a unit. Because the Perlite concrete is
susceptible to moisture, the blocks are coated with a protective covering. The modules are
designed to crush upon impact, absorbing kinetic energy so the vehicle can make a controlled
stop. If damaged, the modules can be slid out and replaced with new ones.

Figure 1.1:  The ADIEM II system

In 1997, ODOT installed its first ADIEM II system on Interstate 5 near Salem, Oregon. The
ODOT Research Group has monitored the installation for three years, with particular attention
given to the weatherproofing of the crushable concrete blocks. This report documents the results
of inspections and improvements by the manufacturer.
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1.1 BACKGROUND

The ends of concrete barriers and portable concrete barriers present a troublesome safety
problem. Some solutions, such as the sloping concrete wedge, are low cost, but their
effectiveness in reducing injuries is questionable. Sand-filled barrels and steel barrel cushions are
fairly low cost, but maintenance is difficult. They also require a wide median or roadside, which
is often not available, especially in constrained construction areas. Further, barrel systems do not
have side redirection characteristics. One option for end treatments in narrow zones are the
narrow cushions that perform well in collisions, such as the GREAT CZ. These cushions, while
used by ODOT, are costly.

The ADIEM II provides another alternative for narrow-area end treatments. ADIEM II met all
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) design standards and performed well in crash tests to
National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 230 standards. These tests showed
that ADIEM II can reduce injuries during head-on impacts. In a head-on crash test, a 1979
Lincoln sustained damage to the front bumper, grill and radiator, but the car remained upright on
impact and no penetration of the passenger compartment occurred (TRB 1992). In actual work
zone impacts, many cars were still driveable after the crash. Upon impact, the blocks are crushed
and require replacement; the base is not usually damaged. In 1995, the ADIEM system was
slightly modified and passed new NCHRP 350 safety requirements and is now marketed as the
ADIEM 350 system.

The ODOT Qualified Products List (QPL) includes products that have been reviewed and
approved for use by ODOT. Several products have been reviewed and approved as attenuators
for temporary or permanent applications (including the Quadguard, Quadguard Elite, Low
Maintenance Attenuaor (LMA) and React 350). Based on an initial review of the product in
1994, the ADIEM II system was approved by ODOT as a temporary impact attenuator. In 1995,
it was added to the Experimental Use List as a permanent impact attenuator, subject to a trial
installation. A successful test of the ADIEM II terminal would provide a low-cost and easily
repairable end terminal alternative for use in areas with space limitations.

Although the system has worked well in crash tests and has saved lives at temporary installations
in other states, there were concerns about the durability of the waterproof coating and the
crushable blocks. Other states have installed the system with mixed results. ODOT staff called
three states that had approved the ADIEM system in 1997. Utah reported that some of the
crushable concrete blocks were “falling apart.” Pennsylvania had concerns about the coatings but
found the system acceptable. Washington also noted concerns about the modules’ coating,
appearance, weight, and replacement. Both Washington and Pennsylvania found the system
easier and less expensive to install than other end treatments, however (UDOT 1997, PennDOT
1997, WSDOT 1997).

Concurrent with the Oregon study, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation monitored an
ADIEM installation for five years. The system functioned acceptably for two years, after which
the modules required significant annual maintenance. The appearance and durability of the
materials was considered poor, with extensive deterioration of modules including corrosion of
reinforcing wire. No vehicular impacts occured during the evaluation period. Due to concerns
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about the integrity and strength of the units, researchers recommended that the ADIEM terminals
not be used in Wisconsin (Bischoff and Wilson 1999).

ODOT Research Group monitored the coating longevity and operational features of the system to
judge whether ADIEM II should be upgraded from experimental to accepted status for permanent
applications in Oregon. This report documents the post-construction performance of the system
and necessary repairs. A construction report on the installation and initial inspections of the
ADIEM II system is also available from the ODOT Research Group (Brooks 1998).
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 2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 PROJECT LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT

The project is located on northbound Interstate 5 at milepost 248.31, about 9.7 km south of
Salem, Oregon (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The ADIEM II was installed at the south end of a
concrete barrier which protects traffic from a bridge end, and has a 4:1 fill slope. Space was
limited because the shoulder barrier end, to which the ADIEM II was attached, was located
near the edge of the fill. Level space to build a conventional buried-end terminal was not
available because of the fill slope.

Figure 2.1:  Project Location Map

Figure 2.2:  Project Vicinity Map
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The system is located in a lane-changing area of a freeway that had an average daily traffic
count (ADT) of more than 50,000 in 1997 (ODOT 1997). Traffic engineers have found that
such sections have higher-than-average accident rates. Within three months of the ADIEM II
installation in Oregon, a truck hit another temporary crash system in the vicinity.

The average annual rainfall for the Salem area is 1 m. The first two years after installation of
the ADIEM II had above average rainfall, with 1.16 m in 1997 and 1.32 m in 1998. The five-
month period before the second inspection in May 1998 was very wet, with 0.69 m of rain,
0.21 m above normal (NWS 2000a). At the May 1998 inspection, a substantial amount of
moisture appeared to have penetrated the crushable concrete, resulting in a large number of
soft spots (see Section 3.2).

Several freeze thaw cycles are also typical during the winter months. In the winter of 1997-
1998, the Salem area had 35 freeze-thaw cycles; the 1998-1999 winter saw 37 occurrences;
and 42 cycles were recorded in the winter of 1999-2000 (NWS 2000b). Combined with
trapped moisture, a freeze-thaw event could weaken the crushable concrete. Some signs of
this were found when the blocks were removed and replaced in 1999 (see Section 3.6).

2.2 DESIGN

The ADIEM II system is composed of two main parts: a wedge-shaped base and ten
crushable concrete modules (see Figure 2.3). The base, fabricated using a conventional
concrete mix design, is held in-place by twelve 25 mm x 60 mm steel pins which are driven
though the base into the asphalt or gravel. A side pipe rail is cast on the base at automobile
wheel-hub height to help redirect side impacts.

Figure 2.3:  ADIEM II Design (Trinity 2000)
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The crushable concrete modules are 610 mm high, 901 mm wide, and 280 mm deep. The
blocks are made lightweight by replacing some of the aggregate with Perlite, a white granular
filler sometimes used in potting soil. Varying densities of concrete and wire mesh are used in
construction, with a 40 psi “zone” of low-strength concrete sandwiched between two thinner
layers of 120 psi higher-strength concrete. Voids or hollow areas are built into the blocks to
further lighten them, as shown in Figure 2.4. Because this type of concrete is porous, the
blocks are coated with an acrylic latex to protect them from moisture. Each block weighs
approximately 81.5 kg (180lb). The blocks are held in place by cast-in brackets, which slide
into a steel slot on the base.

Figure 2.4:  The Crushable Concrete Block (TRR 1367)

2.3 INSTALLATION OF ADIEM II

On September 9, 1997, an ADIEM II terminal end for concrete barrier was installed near the
Delany Road overcrossing on Interstate 5. A three-person crew used an 8.2 metric ton forklift
to complete the installation in about two hours (Brooks 1998). The crew leader, from Dirt and
Aggregates Interchange, Inc., had been certified by SYRO, Inc. to install crash attenuation
systems including the ADIEM II.

The base of the ADIEM II was secured to the road surface with long steel pins. The base was
connected to the concrete barrier with a steel splice plate. Once the base was secured in place,
the lightweight crushable concrete modules were inserted into the steel slot and slid into
place. Two workers easily moved and installed the blocks. Special care was needed to avoid
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damage to the crushable concrete and its covering while unloading and installing the blocks.
The 81.5 kg (180 lb) blocks could not be lifted with equipment, but had to be loaded,
unloaded and installed by hand.

The blocks had been covered with acrylic latex on all sides except the bottom. The bottoms
were coated with a material that flaked off quite easily. Though the final step of the
installation was to use an acrylic latex paint to cover any scratches or scars in the modules,
the module bottoms were not accessible and could not be coated. A yellow and black warning
chevron was attached to the south end of the ADIEM II with epoxy.

The Construction Report for this project outlined details of the installation and recommended
close monitoring of the system under wet conditions, particularly around the bases of the
blocks (Brooks 1998).

2.4 COSTS

The ADIEM II is a relatively low-cost barrier end treatment. The buried end terminal system
may also be a lower cost system, but it requires a long runoff and substantial embankment, so
it can be expensive if right-of-way has to be purchased. There are also cases where the
necessary shoulder space is not available, as in the Delany Road installation.

Another narrow space end terminal, the GREAT CZ, costs about 30% more than the ADIEM
II (the GREAT CZ was priced at about $15,100 per unit in 1997). Producing a lower cost end
terminal was one of the motivating factors for the Texas Transportation Institute’s
development of ADIEM II (TRR 1367).

ADIEM II prices can be negotiated with the manufacturer. In 1997, single units were
available for $11,000. An order of 20 units was sold at a unit cost of about $8,000. Because
they are manufactured in Centerville, Utah, they can be shipped to any of the western states
within a few days. As the installation was relatively quick, overall costs to place the ADIEM
system should be lower than for other standard end treatments.
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 3.0 INSPECTIONS AND REPAIRS

3.1 FIRST INSPECTION

On October 17, 1997, about six weeks after the ADIEM II was installed, Research staff
performed a visual inspection of the end terminal. In general, the installation was in excellent
condition. Three minor defects were found: discoloration, a soft spot, and a crack. The crushable
blocks were no longer bright white but appeared somewhat dirty with yellow splotches. A 30-
mm diameter soft spot had developed on the crushable block adjacent to the barrier. In the base, a
small hairline crack was noticed on the east facing side; the crack had not been observed at the
time of installation (Brooks 1998).

3.2 SECOND INSPECTION

A second inspection was made of the ADIEM II on May 28, 1998. This inspection consisted of
visual observations, photographs and a "touch test" for soft spots. Only one soft spot was visible.
This spot, which was reported on the first inspection, had increased in size. Other spots were
found by touch. When a moist or soft spot was found, the area was defined by pressing hard with
the thumb until the soft area was outlined. All but two of the blocks had at least one soft spot.
Block 10, the block closest to the barrier, had the most soft spots with 5.

Figure 3.1:  Soft Spots on Crushable Block

The end chevron had broken loose from the block and had been reattached using mechanics wire.
The coating and epoxy were still on the chevron, but the coating had parted from the block. The
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base was still in good condition. Stress cracks that were found on the small end of the base did
not appear to be serious. The field report for this inspection can be found in Appendix A.

Following this inspection, the ADIEM II and it’s companion attenuator, the ADIEM 350, were
removed from ODOT’s Qualified Products List (QPL) as an impact attenuator for permanent
installations (ODOT QPL). It remained approved for use as a temporary device (Appendix A).

3.3 FIRST REPAIR

In August of 1998, a second ADIEM installation replaced an end terminal treatment on the
southbound off-ramp at Delaney Road. These ADIEM blocks also developed soft spots and a tear
in the coating.

On September 9, 1998, a SYRO, Inc. representative made repairs on the crushable blocks on both
north and southbound lanes. Most of the soft spots were dug out and refilled with a grout made
for the ADIEM II system. After a half-hour cure time, the grouted areas were coated with
Acrylink, a product from Isothermal Protective Coatings, Inc. used for coating roofs. Other soft
areas were not grouted, but covered only with Acrylink. The repairs are described in a field report
(see Appendix B). New coating was only applied to the repaired areas because, according to the
SYRO, Inc. representative, the remaining coating was considered adequate to protect the module.
The resulting appearance (see Figure 3.2) was not acceptable to ODOT, so further repairs were
made, as described in the Section 3.4.

Figure 3.2:  The Repair

A polypropylene plastic corrugated cover, developed by SYRO, Inc. to prevent water intrusion,
was installed on one block of the southbound ADIEM. The installation was difficult because
there was no clearance between the blocks. A better installation method would require removal
of the blocks from the base, attaching the cover, and then re-installing the blocks onto the base.
The color of the cover was yellow, which contrasted with the white coating of the other blocks,
as seen in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3:  Waterproof Cover on Block

On October 19, 1998 the ADIEM II crushable block modules were re-coated with Acrylink. This
time, all of the blocks on the northbound installation were completely covered, and ODOT
approved of the appearance. The field report is included in Appendix B.

3.4 THIRD INSPECTION

The third inspection was made of the ADIEM II on April 22, 1999. This inspection included a
look at the installation in the southbound lanes. The southbound unit, which was installed in
August 1998, had only a few soft spots. The plastic corrugated cover placed last year was still
intact and looked good.

However, the northbound unit contained several soft spots. Some of the problem areas were
found in the same places as in 1998, and had re-appeared despite the repairs. A location diagram
is shown in Appendix C. The general appearance of the blocks was only fair, with some bubbling
of the coating and some staining.

3.5 BLOCK REPLACEMENT

On October 5, 1999, new crushable concrete modules were installed at the northbound ADIEM II
system. A Trinity, Inc. representative was on hand to oversee the removal of the old blocks and
replacement with new. Two ODOT maintenance workers completed the task in two hours (see
Figure 3.4). As with the initial installation, the blocks had to be loaded, unloaded and installed by
hand, without equipment which could damage the blocks or coating. To transport and replace 10
blocks, workers had to lift or move an 81.5 kg weight approximately 60 times, raising concern
about the stresses to workers backs. Appendix C contains the detailed report.

The concrete bases of two of the blocks were crumbled, and pieces of concrete in the tracks made
removal of the blocks difficult. Deep cracks were found on one block when it was removed from
the base. These cracks were near one of the plastic inserts in the block (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4:  Workers Install New Blocks

Figure 3.5:  Cracks in a Block Removed in 1999.

The new blocks were coated with silver Garna-Thane (see Appendix D for MSDS sheet). It, like
Acrylink, is a roofing material. No soft spots were found on the new blocks.

3.6 INSPECTION OF NEW INSTALLATION

In April of 2000, a brief inspection was made of the ADIEM II system. The southbound modules
were showing some bubbling and soft spots. There was a tear in the covering in one of the new
modules in the northbound lane (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6:  Tear in Garna-Thane Weatherproofing on Block

Though the new Garna-Thane covering appears to be less susceptable to weather, the concerns
remained about the high level of maintenance required to protect the lightweight concrete.

3.7 ACCIDENT AND BLOCK REPLACEMENT

In October 2000, the southbound ADIEM was hit by a vehicle, with several blocks damaged. The
impact, to the 4th, 5th and 6th blocks, also visibly damaged the 7th and 10th blocks (see Figures 3.7
and 3.8). The 10th block, nearest to the concrete barrier, was pushed onto the barrier
approximately 0.33 m. Because no responsible party could be determined (the vehicle left the site
and did not file an accident report), details about the accident are not available. The system
apparently worked as designed, with the blocks absorbing the impact.

Figure 3.7:  Damage from Vehicle Impact.
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Figure 3.8:  Blocks Crushed by Impact

District crews reported that the damaged blocks were difficult to remove, as the reinforcement
was twisted. They also said the removal and reinstallation was slowed by debris in the track. The
crew replaced the damaged blocks with blocks that had been removed from the northbound
ADIEM installation the previous year. The blocks showed signs of deterioration due to moisture.
Crews also noted damage to the coating on undamaged blocks that may have been caused by
debris thrown by motorists or flung from vehicle tires.

When asked about their experiences with maintaining crash cushions, the district crews preferred
other impact absorbing systems that used bags and sand, or barrels. They complained about the
amount of lifting required in handling the ADIEM blocks; one worker complained of back
problems after removing and installing blocks. Other cushioning systems allow the use of a
winch or lift to assist in moving the devices.

3.8 FINAL INSPECTION

A final inspection of the ADIEM system, on January 31, 2001, included both the north- and
southbound installations. Figure 3.9 shows an example of the severe peeling and bubbling of the
coating which was found on several blocks on the southbound system. These blocks were coated
with Acrylink. Where exposed, the concrete had soft spots and crumbling areas.
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Figure 3.9:  Example of Weatherproofing Condition on Southbound Blocks

The blocks on the newer, northbound installation were in much better condition, but were
beginning to show slight bubbling and cracking (see Figure 3.10). Because the installation was
fairly new, inspectors agreed that the Garna-Thane weatherproofing also appeared inadequate for
long term protection of the blocks from moisture intrusion.

Figure 3.10:  Typical Block on Northbound Installation
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 4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The ADIEM II installation is quick. A trained but inexperienced contractor completed the work
on this project in less than one day. Replacement of the crushable blocks was accomplished by
two workers in two hours. Care must be taken in handling the blocks to avoid damage to the
crushable concrete and its protective covering.

Soft spots appear frequently in the crushable blocks, which must then be repaired or replaced.
Attempts at various methods of waterproofing the blocks have not been successful in producing a
long-lasting crushable block under the wet climate conditions of western Oregon. There were
also problems keeping the chevron attached to the blocks. After installation in 1997, the blocks
were repaired once and replaced after two years.

The base of the ADIEM II unit has remained sound since installation. Minor cracks in the base
do not appear to affect the structure or function of the device.

The ADIEM II has been removed from ODOT’s Qualified Products List for both temporary and
permanent applications. The ADIEM 350 has also been rejected for use as a permanent impact
attenuator. Potential alternatives on the QPL include the Quadguard, Quadguard Elite, Low
Maintenance Attenuaor (LMA) or the React 350. As new products are approved for use, they will
be added to the QPL.

ODOT recommends considering the ADIEM 350 for temporary installations only, because of the
high non-impact maintenance of these units. The device has been conditionally approved for
temporary applications, and with accomodations for ongoing maintenance (preferably the
contractor/owner provides and maintains the system), the ADIEM 350 may provide a good
option for narrow work areas.
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SPRING 1998 INSPECTION & QPL STATUS MEMO
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RESEARCH UNIT
Office Phone: (503) 986- 2700

 Fax Phone: (503) 986- 2844

May 28,1998

TO

FROM:

SUBJECT

INTEROFFICE MEMO

File

Eric W. Brooks
Research Specialist

ADIEM II terminal barrier end treatment.

RES 6.0
96-01

On May 28, 1998 1 made an inspection of the ADIEM II terminal barrier end treatment located
near Delany Road overcrossing on 1-5 north bound. The inspection consisted of visual
observations, photographs and a "touch" test for soft spots. All defects were plotted on a scale
drawing of the ADIEM II(See Figure 1).

All but two of the blocks had at least on soft spot. Block 10 ( see attachment) had the most with 5.
The only visible spot was also reported on the first inspection after one month of service.
This spot, located on the north end of the ADIEM on the east side, had increased in area.

The remaining spots were found by pressure testing. Finger pressure was applied to the surface
area of the block. When a moist or soft spot was found, further checking was done by pressing
hard with the thumb until the soft area was outlined. The attached figure shows the locations of
soft spots while the table lists both the location and size of the spots.

The end chevron had been wired onto the end block. The coating and the epoxy were still on the
chevron, but the coating had parted from the end block. At present, the vertical end of the block is
not coated, because the wire is not tight and a small gap exists between the crushable block and
the chevron.

The base was still in good condition. None of the stress cracks that were found on the small end of
the base, appear to be serious.

cc: Mike Dunning
     File
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SOFT SPOT LOCATION TABLE

Inspection 5/28/98

Block Side Horz Vert Dia Shape
# meters meters mm.
1 East 0.66 0.30 25.4 cir
1 West 0.12 0.12 38.1 cir
1 West 0.18 0.14 38.1 cir
2 West 0.21 0.18 38.1 cir
2 west 0.73 0.27 38.1 cir
2 west 0.73 0.46 38.1 cir
3 East 0.27 0.20 50.8 cir
3 East 0.44 0.17 38.1 cir
3 East 0.53 0.30 63.5 cir
3 west 0.11 0.30 50.8 cir
4 east 0.23 0.15 101.6 cir
4 east 0.40 0.20 50.8 cir
7 east 0.69 0.32 19.05 cir
7 West 0.12 0.12 1.5x.61 rec
7 west 0.46 0.18 2.1x1.5 rec
8 East 0.61 0.30 25.4 cir
8 West 0.79 0.26 50.8 cir
9 east 0.50 0.26 1.8x.61 rec

10 East 0.12 0.18 76.2 cir
10 East 0.40 0.23 101.6 cir
10 east 0.56 0.17 50.8 cir
10 West 0.38 0.23 50.8 cir
10 west 0.53 0.17 50.8 Cir

Block #

0

The origin was taken as
the south edge and base
of the block



Soft spots on the crushable blocks and stress cracks in the base plotted on the diagram of the ADIEM II
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FALL 1998 REPAIR & RECOAT





B-1

Oregon Department of Transportation
RESEARCH UNIT 986-2700 INTEROFFICE MEMO

DATE: September 16, 1998 RES 6 #96-01

TO: File

FROM: Eric W. Brooks
Research Specialist

SUBJECT: Site visit for ADIEM II END TERMINAL
                      I-5 , Milepost 247.9, (Near the Delany Road Oxing)

On September 9, 1998 Don Gripne, a consultant for SYRO, made repairs on the crushable blocks
at both the northbound and southbound ADIEM II Units on the above mentioned project. Several
soft spots were found in the  northbound unit in May of 1998. The southbound unit, which was
installed in August of 1998, also had a few soft spots and one tear in the coating. SYRO elected
to dig out the soft spots and fill the holes with grout and re-coat the grouted surface rather than
replace the blocks. (See attached drawings)

The grout was made by SYRO for the ADIEM II. It was mixed with water and applied to the dug
out soft spot. In about one half hour the surface had cured hard enough to be coated with
Acrylink, which is made by Isothermal Protective Coatings, Inc. for coating roofs.

One other protective device was installed on one block of the southbound installation. This was a
waterproof cardboard cover that was placed over the crushable block.  The installation was
difficult because of no clearance between the blocks. A complete installation would call for the
removal of one block from the base.  This would allow space enough to fit the covers over the
blocks, then the removed block could be placed back on the base with its cover installed.

Don started working about 9 A.M. and was completed by noon. The ODOT Research Unit set up
the required signs and cones for the shoulder work.
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October 19,1998

TO

FROM:

SUBJECT

INTEROFFICE MEMO

File

Eric W. Brooks
Research Specialist

RECOATING ADIEM II terminal barrier end treatment.

RES 6.0
96-01

On October 19, 1998, Don Gripne of SYRO recoated the ADIEM II crushable block on the
northbound installation at Delany Road Interchange.  The application took about one hour.  The
process used about one gallon of Acrylink, a special coating made by SYRO for the ADIEM II.
Equipment included an ordinary paint roller and a roller pan.  A small two-inch brush was used
near the base to finish the two or three inches missed by the roller.  The Acrylink spread very
smoothly despite the moisture on the top of the blocks and the low (42 °F) temperature.  Byron
Inman, the project manager, was pleased with the ADIEM II’s final appearance.

RESEARCH UNIT
Office Phone: (503) 986- 2700

 Fax Phone: (503) 986- 2844
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Oregon Department of Transportation
RESEARCH UNIT 986-2700 INTEROFFICE MEMO

DATE: April 28, 1999 RES 6 #96-01

TO: File

FROM: Eric W. Brooks
Research Specialist

SUBJECT: Site visit for ADIEM II END TERMINAL
                      I-5 , Milepost 247.9, (Near the Delany Road Oxing)

On April 22, an inspection was made on both the northbound and southbound ADIEM II units on
the above project.  Several soft spots were found in the northbound unit while the southbound
unit, which was installed in August of 1998, only had a few soft spots.  Some of these spots were
in the same general area as the ones found in 1998. A few new ones were also found. The general
appearance of the blocks was only fair because some were stained. The cardboard covered block
on the southbound unit was still in tact and looked good.   The base still looked the same as on
previous inspections. See attached drawings for details.

CC: Mike Dunning
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Oregon Department of Transportation
RESEARCH UNIT 986-2700 INTEROFFICE MEMO

DATE: October 14, 1999 RES 6 #96-01

TO: File

FROM: Eric W. Brooks
Research Specialist

SUBJECT: Site visit for ADIEM II END TERMINAL
                      I-5 , Milepost 247.9, (Near the Delany Road Oxing)

On October 5, 1999 new crushable concrete modules were installed on the Northbound ADIEM
II installation at Delany Road. Don Gripne, a consultant for SRYO, was on hand to oversee the
installation.  Two ODOT maintenance workers removed the exiting blocks and installed the new
blocks. I was there also taking pictures and notes.

The new blocks arrived at the Salem maintenance yard about 9 AM. They were loaded onto an
ODOT one-ton truck and arrived at Delany Road about 9:30 AM. The old blocks were removed
by breaking the Acrylink bond between blocks and then pushing them one at time down the
track. The concrete bases on two of the blocks were crumbled. The pieces of concrete filled the
track and made pushing the blocks difficult.  All ten blocks finally were removed and stacked.

The new blocks were unloaded from the truck with the help of the lift-gate. Even though the
blocks weigh about 180 lbs, the two maintenance workers could easily lift and slide the blocks up
the rail. After some motor oil was placed on the base, the blocks slide on quite easily.

After the blocks were in-place I checked them for soft spots and found none. Don Gripney
recoated a few spots where the new coating had been rubbed off during handling. The entire
operation took less than two hours.

The new blocks are constructed the same as the existing blocks had been.  A different coating
which is silver rather than white was used. The new block coating is called Garna-Thane. It like
Acrylink is a roofing material.

CC: Mike Dunning
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